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 The U.S. Department of Energy awarded a contract to 
EarthCam to supply their solar-powered webcam technology 
to document its annual Solar Decathlon public exhibit held on 
the National Mall in Washington, DC from September 23 – 
October 2.

The Solar Decathlon challenges 20 collegiate teams to 
design, build, and operate energy-efficient houses powered 
exclusively by the sun. The teams spend almost two years 
creating houses to compete in 10 categories. The winner 
of the competition is the team that best blends affordability, 
consumer appeal, and design excellence with optimal energy 
production and maximum efficiency. 

The DOE selected EarthCam for its excellence in solar-
powered webcam technology and its extensive knowledge 
in documenting important construction projects. EarthCam 
will utilize its unique Megapixel TrailerCam – a mobile 
camera system most commonly deployed by Departments 
of Transportation to monitor and document road and bridge 
jobsites. The 3G wireless trailer features 4 efficient solar 
panels, 12 AGM batteries and a 30 foot mast mounted robotic 
camera, which is capable of panning 360° to capture HD 
megapixel images of all the structures on site. In addition, the 
unique camera automatically stitches 36 images together to 
create impressive 288 megapixel multi-layer panoramas. 

Situated at the National Mall’s West Potomac Park, the camera has the perfect view of the competition and will provide 24/7 
documentation of the houses on display. The public will be able to check in on the competition by visiting the web page that 
EarthCam created for the event, which will include time-lapse movies that are continuously updated.

Other EarthCam projects currently being documented on the National Mall include the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Memorial and 
the Smithsonian Arts + Industries Building Shell Revitalization.

To see the Solar Decathlon, visit: www.earthcam.com/solardecathlon

The Megapixel TrailerCam mobile camera system captures HD 
megapixel images.

Visit EarthCam at www.earthcam.net      For More Information Contact: 
201.488.1111
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